
Sunday, May 22, 2022 

Grace and Peace be to you from God our Father and our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. Amen 

During these Sundays of Easter our texts have been reflecting on the power of the resurrection. 

So, then a question – has our understanding of the resurrection grown over these past weeks or 

have we simply resuscitated the old ideas we’ve had from years gone by? 

An important Easter practice, actually an everyday practice, is listening attentively to the word 

in all its newness as it speaks to us today and each day, we encounter it. This practice requires 

more than attentiveness to the new; we really must also hold loosely to what we already have 

figured out. Then our hearts and souls have space to welcome newness. 

On Easter Sunday, we saw women returning to tell the disciples what they had witnessed at the 

tomb. The resurrection trip Jesus took the women on involved and involves movement. Easter 

is not only the message that the resurrected Jesus was raised, but also that this changes every 

aspect of our lives as we move into the future. As we listen for a new resurrection word offered 

by God, we will surely receive the gift of the divine, creative power of resurrection in our lives. 

In our first lesson from Acts 16 we find that resurrection life carries these dimensions: vision of 

dreams, travel to new places, gathering outside of walled space, meeting new people, baptism, 

giving and receiving hospitality, and transformative prayer. 

And then in our second lesson from Revelation we find that resurrection life carries these 

dimensions: being caught up in the Spirit, communal, municipal renewal, God’s all-pervasive 

presence, clarity of sight, radical openness of gate-less-ness, glory of all nations offered and 

celebrated, rivers flowing in purity, nature healing the nations, all things that curse God’s ways 

are no longer interfering, and worship of God is face to face. 

As we take these passages apart, we find a plethora of dimensions that a cursory reading would 

fail to appreciate. 

As I’ve said before, I have come to very much appreciate Revelation.  

An interesting aside about Revelation is that some scholars point out that when the early 

church used Revelation in worship, the entire book was read because those who heard it likely 

knew well what the numbers and symbols meant.  

The Revelation passage today once again gives us a look at John’s vision of what awaits us in 

heaven. We often speak, sometimes jokingly, about the pearly gates of Heaven where we might 

meet St. Peter. 

Well, so much for that notion. Here we find a new city where there are no gates – where all are 

welcome.  



An amazing image for us is that there will be no dissention. Oh, for a little absence of rhetoric, 

of standing for this and against that. No more backstabbing and nit-picking. No more taking 

sides. Can it possibly be so? 

Well, yes, but for now we must wait and hope and pray and dream of that time then peace and 

agreement will be the way of life, of eternal life. Sounds great, doesn’t it? If only we could have 

just a hint, a little slice right now. 

There are many facets to today’s description of heaven that appeal to us. And each one speaks 

to something new, something that likely makes us sit up and take notice. 

We would like to have heaven on earth, heaven right now. And ironically, we seem to be 

moving even farther away from this vision of heaven with each passing day. We are literally 

surrounded with more bad news about the war in Ukraine, the economy of the U.S. and the 

world, the increase in civil unrest here and elsewhere, the reality that our collective COVID 

experience is not over just yet and we must remain vigilant. 

We find as increase in gun violence and a seemingly correspondent lack of value of human life. 

We are divided on every issue and strategy to move us away from it all. 

Where, O where, is that vision of heaven, that slice of paradise? 

In one sense for me the reading and studying this section of Revelation is almost like taking a 

mental vacation, a break where I look to what is to come, give thanks to God and then resolve 

to do what I can do to bring about a little bit of heaven on earth as I search within myself as to 

how to being that about. 

If we then reread our text from Acts, we find what Paul and the early disciples encountered as 

part of their discipleship following Pentecost. And what we find here are positive dimensions of 

their mission. And we perhaps then can be enlightened and encouraged by what we find. 

We need to be aware that we might just receive a vision from God about where we should go 

and for what reason. We may experience traveling to new places, we may well meet new 

people, we rejoice when others are baptized, we respectfully accept and give hospitality freely. 

A glimpse of heaven to come? Maybe. But this might just lead us to create one vision of heaven 

on earth. 

In the midst of being caught up in the day-to-day mess in which we find ourselves, we have the 

ability, thanks to the Holy Spirit, to be God’s disciples today, listening for his voice, his direction 

as we faithfully follow him.  

As followers of Christ, we simply cannot allow ourselves to be caught up in our life in the midst 

of the chaos we face. We must concentrate and look for God and be open to hearing God speak 

to us. We can look with anticipation as to what God might be calling us to do to move the 

kingdom forward. 



As we do that, we once again realize that we live in two world, two kingdoms, at the same time 

– our earthly realm and the promised heavenly realm as well. 

One other piece for us to consider today is this – while we look at the new Jerusalem and its 

openness to all people, in contrast to human cities that have gates to protect residents from 

enemy outsiders. 

In a very real sense, we have already begun to live in this new Jerusalem during our weekly 

worship: in the cross, the crucifix, we see our tree of life, the baptismal font is the river of life, 

and on the foreheads of all the baptized shines the mysterious powerful name of God. Ah – a 

slice of heaven on earth. Right here – right now. 

I am hopeful that we can see and appreciate images that broaden our understanding of the 

Easter victory. With our texts today we have before us many images that come together so that 

our understanding of the resurrection arises and renews itself each time, we hear it. 

Thanks be to God. Amen 

 


